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SUMMARY
2 2We consider polynomial mappings from 1R to 1R , and 
show that those of degree less than any integer k ex­
hibit finitely many local topological types at 0 , and 
that the proper polynomial mappings of degree less than 
k which are not singular everywhere exhibit finitely 
many global topological types. We explicitly construct 
the local types for the mappings which are not singular 
everywhere. Applications to Jet spaces and mappings 
between compact 2-manifolds are outlined.
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1NOTATION.
Each part of Chapters 2 to 5 inclusive is labelled by 
three numbers (n.m.p), where n gives the chapter 
number, m gives the section in that chapter, and p 
the subsection. Chapter 1 has no subsections, so its 
parts are labelled (n.m). Whenever the thesis refers 
to another part of itself, these numbers are quoted in 
full. References to other sources are given in square 
brackets thus: fr] , where the number r indicates 
the item's position in the bibliography.
Our notation is mostly standard. The following list 
should prevent any misinterpretation.
Symbol. Meaning and Remarks.
c Inclusion: never strict inclusion.
II Disjoint union.
\ Set-theoretic difference.
We write f : X —*> Y if fX = Y . 
i— * We write x i— » y if for some (contextually
clear) map f , then fx * y . Note that 
zi— * zn has a special meaning: see (2.2.3).
2Symbol. Meaning and Remarks.
#A The cardinality of the set A .  If A is 
uncountable, we write #A = oo .
IRn Real n-space, which is always assumed to
0
have the normed-space topology. 
The origin of 3Rn .
IPn Real or complex projective n-space.
bM , Int M If M is a manifold, the bM denotes its
boundary, and Int M its interior. We 
occasionally use b to denote the frontier 
of an open ball, but we always make this 
clear.
X The closure of X in some larger space, 
which is explicitly mentioned if confusion 
would otherwise result.
B(0,r) The open r-ball about 0 in ]Rn .
ab The closed line-segment joining points 
a and b .
I The interval [0,l] .
If f : X -> Y is a continuous map between 
topological spaces, then : 7T^ (X) -* Tf^ CY) 
is the induced map on the fundamental groups.
f_1A Inverse image of A under f . If A = -fa} , 
we usually write f-1a for f-1£a} .
fl A Restriction of f to A .
3The words map and mapping are used synonymously zo 
mean a continuous function between topological spaces. 
Some symbols appear at different meanings (e.g. S is 
used in (2.2) to denote the set of 2-dimensional semi- 
algebraic sets, and in Chapters 3 and 4 to denote the 
singular set of a polynomial mapping). We have 
endeavoured to indicate the scope of such symbols every 
time they are introduced.
4CHAPTER 1 - INTRODUCTION
(1.1) In this thesis we shall be concerned with
topological types of polynomial mappings, concentrating 
2 2upon those from ]R to 3R Although we may use 
particular definitions in special cases, the general
definition of topological type i s as follows: Let
X , Y be topological spaces, and f , g : X -> Y
continuous maps. We say that f and g are
topologically equivalent, written f A / g  , if there 
exist homeomorphisms h : X —*» X , k : Y —** Y , such 
that the diagram 
f
X ---- * Y
h i 1 “
X ---- > Y
g
commutes. Note that this definition does depend upon Y: 
we are not saying that there exist homeomorphisms 
h : X —» X , k : Im f —» Im g such that the diagram 
commutes. Equivalence classes under rj are called 
topological types.
(1.2) Now suppose that f , g : X -¥ Y are continuous
maps satisfying fxQ = yQ = gxQ for some xQ e X . We
say that f and g are locally topologically equivalent
x0at Xq , written f ^  g , if there exist neighbourhoods
5U and V of xQ in X , neighbourhoods U' and V' 
of yQ in Y , with fUcU', gVcV'; and homeomorphisms 
h : U — V , k : U' —» V', such that the diagram 
flU
nl ik
V ------ » V'
giv
x 0commutes. Equivalence classes under are called
local topological types at xQ .
(1.3) Let K = 1  or C. We define P(n,m,k,K) to be 
the set of polynomial mappings f : Kn -* Km with fO = 0 
and deg f < k , where, if f(x) = (fjX,...,f x),
deg f = max deg f^ for i = 1.... m. (Note that this
latter definition is independent of linear changes of 
coordinates, but not of polynomial homeomorphisms, since 
e.g. x >— * xn for n odd is a homeomorphism of 1R . ) 
We consider two questions about these maps.
Global Question G(n,m,K). For given values of n,m,K, 
is P(n,m,k,K)//v a finite set for each k ?
Local Question L(n,m,K). For given values of n,m,K 
is P(n,m,k,K)/ a finite set for each k ?
It is obvious that G(n,m,K) implies L(n,m,K).
6(1.4) In [5j Fukuda has given an affirmative answer to 
G(n,l,K) for all n , and K = 1R or C . Thom has 
conjectured that G(n,2,K) is true for all n and K =
IR or C . Both questions have negative answers for 
m £ 3 .
Example.
Let : 3R3 -» IR3 : (x,y,z) i— * (X,Y,Z) where
X = (x(x2+ y2- a2) - 2ayz)2((ty+x)(x2+ y2- a2) - 2az(y-tz))2 ,
2 2 2 Y = x S  y - a ,
Z = z.
In fed Thom showed that for s  ^t , F and F. haveS w
different topological types. As this example cannot be 
briefly covered, the reader is referred to Thom's own 
excellent exposition.
(1.5) In this paper we shall consider the case in which 
K = 3R , and m = 2 = n . We give a complete solution of 
the local problem, and solve the global problem for proper 
maps (see (2.2.11) for the precise definition) which are 
not everywhere singular, i.e. we prove:
THEOREM 1. P(2,2,k, 3R)/ £  is a finite set for each k .
(See (3.3.5) for the proof of this theorem).
THEOREM 2. if € P(2,2,k,1R)/ f is proper and det Dfx ^ 0 } 
is a finite set for each k .
(See (4.2.24))
7I believe that G(2,2,IR) has an affirmative answer, but 
I am unable to prove it. A better understanding of this 
would shed some light on Hilbert's 17th Problem (see [13]) 
and the Jacobian Problem (see [l]). There is a discussion 
of the difficulties involved, and some partial results, in 
Chapter 4.
(1.6) The reason for studying topological types of poly­
nomial mappings (other than for its own sake) is to enable 
one to deduce results about jet spaces, which, after 
choosing coordinates, can be identified with polynomial 
mappings of less than a certain degree. With the methods 
of this thesis, we actually construct the types which may 
occur, giving a clearer insight into the subsequent 
stratifications of the Jet spaces than methods which 
merely prove the existence of such stratifications (see 
[23] and [24]). Results about jet spaces are proved in 
Chapter 5, where we also give the local structure of all 
C*°maps between compact 2-manifolds, except for a set of 
infinite codimension.
(1.7) Tiie techniques of '-his thesis are mainly element­
ary. We use a little plane algebraic geometry, but 
nothing more difficult than Bezout's Theorem. The 
Tarski - Seidenberg Theorem (2.1.2) is used extensively, 
as most of the sets involved are semialgebraic. For the 
local result we require the Spherical Cone Lemma (2.1.5),
8which I cannot claim to be original, although I can find 
no reference to it. The results about covering maps in 
section (2.3) are standard. In the field of differential 
topology we require Sard's Theorem (2.2.6), and use 
Church's results on light open maps (see [4]). We cannot 
use a^ many results on transversality as might at first 
be Imagined. This is because we only get problems with 
non-generic properties, and if we have a proof in these 
cases, it is usually quite easy to extend it to all maps 
without specifically invoking transversality.
(1.8) The organization of this thesis is as follows: 
Chapter 2 consists of mathematical preliminaries.
Chapter 3 contains the proof of the local result 
(Theorem 1) .
Chapter 4 proves the global result (Theorem 2) and ends 
with a discussion of the difficulties involved if the 
'proper' and 'not everywhere singular' hypotheses are 
removed.
Chapter 5 proves r^ilts about jet spaces and compact
2-manifolds.
9CHAPTER 2 - MATHEMATICAL PRELIMINARIES
(2.0) Introduction.
This chapter contains most of the results we quote. In 
most cases proofs are not given, but there is a list of 
references at the head of each section.
(2.1) Semialgebralc sets (see f3,9,10,16,19j ).
(2.1.1) Definition. Let Pn = ]R [Xj_, . . . ,Xn l . Then
Sn is the smallest family of subsets of lRn satisfying 
the following conditions:
(a) If fcpn , then f-10 e Sn .
(b) If A,BeSn , then A n B , A w B  , A \ B e Sn .
Elements of S are called semialgebraic sets.n ------  -----------
(2.1.2) THEOREM (Tarski-Seldenberg).
If f : 7Rn -■> IRn is a polynomial mapping and A e sn »
then fACS_ .---- n
(2.1.3) Definition. If A e sn then a c A  is a regular 
point of A of dimension k if a has a neighbourhood 
U in 3Rn such that U n A  is a smooth analytic variety 
of dimension k . The set of regular points of A of 
dimension k is an element of Sn .
The dimension of an element of Sn is the maximum 
of the dimensions of its regular points.
10
We shall henceforth be concerned with S2 , which for the 
remainder of this section we shall write as S .
(2.1.4) Definition. Let A« S  , with O c A  , and let U
2be an open ball about 0 in 1R . We say that A is 
conelike in U if either A/iU = {0) or there exists 
K c S1 (the topological circle) such that (U, AnU, 0) 
is homeomorphic to
( S1 < (0,1) / (s,0) ~(t,0) , K x [0,1) /*/ , 0) .
If U = B(0,r) , then A is spherically conelike in TJ 
if for all r' with 0< r' r , A is conelike in 
B(O.r').
(2.1.5) LEMMA (Spherical Cone Lemma).
Let A..... A be a finite collection of sets in S ,--- 1 n ---------------------------------
with 0 eA. for each i . Then there exists ar. open 
ball U = B(0,r) such that for each i , is
spherically conelike in U .
Proof. It suffices to prove the result for a single set 
A . If dim A 0 , the result is obvious. If din A = 1, 
let A = Aj^ iiQ » where Ax is the set of regular points 
of A of dimension 1 , and dim Q i 0 . Let 3^  ^= A. \ Alt 
and let V be an open ball about 0 such that B^ l/ 0 is 
conelike in V . Let M = V/lA^io} , a smooth 1-nanifold 
without boundary, and let
= tx«M I TxM is perpendicular to Ox i .
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Choose a ball U c V  such that Pj^  is conelike in U 
and so that U OAj is equal to the intersection of U 
with the connected components of M \ P^ containing 0 . 
Then A^ is spherically conelike in U , and so is A . 
If dim A = 2 , let A = Aj^UAgiiQ , where Aj is the 
set of regular points of A of dimension i , and let 
= A^ \ , for i = 1,2 . Choose a ball U = B(0,r)
such that A^, B^, B2, 0 and all intersections of these 
sets are spherically conelike in U . Then Ag is 
spherically conelike in U , and so is A .
(2.1.6) Definition. Let A be a l-dimen3ional semi-
2algebraic subset of IR , and let acA. Let U be an
2open ball about a in IR such that A is conelike
in U on a . The branches of A at a are the germs 
at A of the sets of the form K , where K is a con­
nected component of (A \ {a})n U . We shall frequently 
refer to representatives of these germs as branches.
If B is a branch of A at a , the tangent to B at 
a is the limiting direction of a chord ax , as x 
tends to a in B .
2(2.1.7) LEMMA. A semialgebraic subset of IR is loc­
ally path connected, so its components and path
components coincide.
12
(2.1.7) Remark. As a consequence of Lemma (2.1.7), we 
shall henceforth fall to distinguish between path 
components and components of semialgebraic sets.
(2.2) Differential topology (see [4]).
(2.2.1) Definition. If Mn, Nn are n-manifolds,and 
f : M -* N is continuous, then f is open i*” fU is 
open in N for each open UC M ; and f is 1 ight if 
for every y « N , dim f-^y i 0 .
The description Cr , applied to maps, manifolds, 
etc., means r times continuously differentiable.
(2.2.2) Except when otherwise stated, we shall use the 
definition of topological equivalence as stated in (1.1). 
We do, however, extend the definition of local topological 
equivalence given in (1.2) as follows:
Let M^, (i = 1,2) be manifolds, and 
f± : Mi -* iT be continuous mappings. Then f^ and f2 
are locally topologically equivalent at nijC M^, m2« M 2, 
if there exist, for i = 1,2, neighbouihoods of
in Mi, neighbourhoods V.^ of f^m^ in with
f c Vi, and homeomorphlsms h : —** U2, k : —*» V2
12
(2.1.7) Remark. As a consequence of Lemma (2.1.7), we 
shall henceforth fall to distinguish between path 
components and components of semialgebraic sets.
(2.2) Differential topology (see [4]).
(2.2.1) Definition. If Mn, Nn are n-manifolds,and 
f : M -* N is continuous, then f is open if fU is 
open in N for each open UC M ; and f is 1ight if 
for every y e N  , dim f~^y i 0 .
pThe description C , applied to maps, manifolds, 
etc., means r times continuously differentiable.
(2.2.2) Except when otherwise stated, we shall use the 
definition of topological equivalence as stated in (1.1).
We do, however, extend the definition of local topological 
equivalence given in (1.2) as follows:
Let (i = 1,2) be manifolds, and
f : ■+ IT be continuous mappings. Then f^ and fg
are locally topologically equivalent at m^e M_,
if there exist, for i = 1,2, neighbouihoods of rr^
in , neighbourhoods of f^m^ 3-n with
fiUi C Vi ’ and homeomorPhisms h : ui —** U2* k : V1 “ V2
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such that the diagram
commutes.
(2.2.3) Definition. By " z i— » zn " we shall mean the
2 2polynomial mapping fn : 1R -» ]R : (x,y) t-» (u,v) , 
where u + lv = (x + iy)n .
(2.2.4) THEOREM (Stollow [18] ) .
2 2If f : M -* N is light and open, then at each point of 
M , f is locally topologically equivalent to z i— ► zn 
at 0 , for some integer n .
This theorem, and similar results, are considered by 
Whyburn in [27]. Church [4, Theorem (2.1)] has extended 
the above Theorem to maps between n-manifolds, showing 
that at points not in a set of codimension at least 3, 
a continuous light open map is locally topologically 
equivalent (with suitably chosen coordinates) to a map
of the form F : (x.....’xn> wheren,d 1
yl+ iy2 = (xi+ ix2 d^ and yj ;= Xj for i * 3 . We do
not require this extension for the proof of our results
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(2.2.5) Definition. If f : Mn -+ Np Is C1 , let 
Rq = (x* M | rank Dfx $ q } .
(2.2.6) THEOREM (Sard's Theorem, see (4:(1.3)]).
If f : Mn -» Np and f, M, N are Cn , then dim f R ^  q 
and dim fM $ n . If f Is also light, then dim Rq q
(2.2.7) Definition. Let f : Mn -♦ Nn be C1 . Define 
Bf = {x«M | f is not a local homeomorphism at x }.
(2.2.8) THEOREM [4: (1.4)]. Let f : Mn -* Nn be open
and C1 . If for xc M , rank Dfx > n - 1 , then f is 
a local homeomorphism at x , 1.e. B^ . C Rn_2 •
The above is an extension of the Inverse Function 
Theorem to open maps. It is proved by a decomposition 
argument, and uses results on upper semicontinuity.
(2.2.9) COROLLARY [4:(1.6)J. If f : Mn -> Nn is light 
and Cn , then f is open if and only if Bf c Rn_2 •
(2.2.10) COROLLARY f4:(i.7)J. Let f : lRn -*• 3Rn be 
Cn and light. Then f is open if and only if det Dfx
is non-negative or nonpositive everywhere.
15
(2.2.11) Definition. A continuous map f : X -> Y 
between topological spaces Is called proper If for every 
compact subset K of Y , f-1K Is compact In X . The 
map f is locally proper (some writers say proper onto 
Its image) If f : X -* fX Is proper. To appreciate the 
difference between these definitions, note that 
tan"*': 2R -* 1R : x i— » tarT^ c is locally proper but not 
proper.
(2.3) Covering spaces (see fl7 Ch 2] ).
(2.3.1) Definition. Let X be a topological space. 
The category of covering spaces of X , Cov X , has as 
objects covering maps of the form p : X , where X
is a connected topological space, and as morphisms 
commutative triangles of the form
(2.3.2) THEOREM. Two covering maps p^  ^ : Xj -*X ,i ■ 1,2, 
are equivalent in Cov X if and only if 
p^n^iXi , x^) , i = 1,2,
are conjugate subgroups of ^(X.x) , where p^Xj = x.
16
(2.3.2) COROLLARY. Let p± : X± X , i =« 1,2 , be 
objects of Cov X . Equivalence In this category Implies 
right topological equivalence, l.e. there exists a homeo- 
morphlsm h : Xj -»* X2 such that pg o h = p.^  .
(2.4) Stratifications.
(2.4.1) Definition. Let M be a manifold without 
boundary and let S be a subset of M . A stratification
of S Is a cover 4 = {x^ by submanifolds of M 
lying In S (called strata) satisfying the following 
conditions:
(a) If 1 ji j then X± nXj = 0 .
(b) Local finiteness: Each point of M has a neighbour­
hood meeting only finitely many strata.
(c) Condition of the frontier: If X^ h X^ 0 , then
Xj c Xi ' Xi *
If these conditions are satisfied, then S is called a 
stratified set.
(2.4.2) Definition. Let S , S' be stratified secs. A 
stratified map f : S -* S 1 is a smooth map sending 
strata into strata such that if X is a stratum of S , 
then f|X is a submersion. The stratified map f is 
exact if it maps strata onto strata.
11 ay\d { " 2 .3^
cto . 18
(2.4.4) Definition. The set of 1 - strata of a strati­
fication X = {Xj} of a set S Is the set
{Xj € X | dim Xj = i}.
The 1 - skeleton of a stratification Is the 
point-set union of its j - strata, for j ^ 1 .
(2.4.5) Remark. In this thesis we are not much concerned 
with stratifications themselves, and so do not introduce 
refinements like Whitney's conditions (a) and (b) (see [27]) 
We use the terminology of stratifications as a shorthand. 
Occasionally, and when no confusion can arise, we shall 
abuse the notation by using the same symbol for the strat­
ified set and its stratification, i.e. identifying J and
S (see for example (3.2.2(iii))). When this is done, it 
is obvious from the context whether we are considering the 
object to have as elements points or strata.
(2.5) Algebraic geometry.
(2.5.1) Any study of real algebraic geometry involves 
difficulties, the main one being the non-uniqueness of
2representations of sets, for example the point (0,0) € IR
2 2 2 4is the zero-set of both x + y and x + y , which are a 
pair of coprime elements of IRfx.yJ. (For a discussion of 
some of the difficulties involved, see fl5j). In an at­
tempt to circumvent this problem, we shall always consider

P  axvd ( i . <*-.$)
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(2.4.4) Definition. The set of 1 - strata of a strati­
fication X = fXj} of a set S is the set
{Xj € X | dim Xj = if.
The 1 - skeleton of a stratification is the 
point-set union of its J - strata, for J ^ i .
(2.4.5) Remark. In this thesis we are not much concerned 
with stratifications themselves, and so do not introduce 
refinements like Whitney's conditions (a) and (b) (see [27]) 
We use the terminology of stratifications as a shorthand. 
Occasionally, and when no confusion can arise, we shall 
abuse the notation by using the same symbol for the strat­
ified set and its stratification, i.e. identifying J and
S (see for example (3.2.2(iii))). When this is done, it 
is obvious from the context whether we are considering the 
object to have as elements points or strata.
(2.5) Algebraic geometry.
(2.5.1) Any study of real algebraic geometry involves 
difficulties, the main one being the non-uniqueness of
2representations of sets, for example the point (0,0) € 3R 2
2 2 2 4is the zero-set of both x + y and x + y , which are a 
pair of coprime elements of IRfx,y7. (For a discussion of 
some of the difficulties involved, see fl5j). In an at­
tempt to circumvent this problem, we shall always consider
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the point-set determined by a polynomial, without regard 
to the multiplicity of components, nor irreducibility, 
nor existence of a relatively prime polynomial of lower 
degree determining the same point-set. This is made 
clearer in the results below.
(2.5.2) THEOREM (Bezout's Theorem).
2Let V , W be hypersurfaces in 3R determined by 
f , g e IR [x,y], where deg f = n , deg g = m , having 
no common components. Then # V n W £ nm .
Proof. This follows from Bezout's Theorem for projective 
plane curves over an algebraically closed field, as given 
in, e.g. £6 , p.1123. At each intersection point, the 
intersection number of f and g is at least 1, and
the curves can only intersect in a maximum of nm points
2when the plane is complexified and extended to IP 
The presence of multiple components does not affect the 
result unless the two polynomials have a common factor 
over 3R which determines an algebraic set of dimension 
at least 1 .
(2.5.3) COROLLARY. Let f : IR2 -* TR2 be a polynomial
2mapping of degree less than k . Then for each y e 3  ,
—1 2 #  f y = «o or is less than k .
Proof. With respect to some bases, let f^.fg be the
20
components of f , and let y = (ylty2)• If f^-y^ 3,1(1 
fg-y2 have a common component determining a set of dim­
ension £ 1 , then iif-1y = cO. Otherwise, we can apply
(2.5.2), and the result follows because deg (f^ y±) < k 
for 1 = 1,2.
(2.5.4) LEMMA. Let C be a proper algebraic subset of
o3R determined by a polynomial f of degree d . Then 
If x € C , C has at most 2d branches at x .
Proof. Consider a small circle about x , and apply
Bezout's Theorem.
21
CHAPTER 3 - LOCAL TOPOLOGICAL TYPES OF POLYNOMIAL 
MAPPINGS OF THE PLANE.
(3.0) Introduction. The main result of this chapter is:
THEOREM 1. For each k , P(2,2,k, 3R ) / ,S is a finite set.
In the course of the proof we construct all the types 
which may occur for the maps which are not everywhere 
singular, and we end the chapter with some examples.
(3.1) Maps which are not everywhere singular.
2 3(3.1.1) Throughout this section let f : 3R -+ ]R be a 
polynomial mapping with fO = 0 . Let
Q0 = 4x « JR2 I det Dfx = 0 ] , and let O' = fQQ , Q = f-1Q'.
By (2.1.2), all of these sets are semialgebraic. We
2further suppose that Q  ^ ]R (dealing with the case in
2which 0 = IR in sec-tion (3.3)), so that dim Q & 1 .
In this section we show that f is locally topologically 
equivalent at 0 to a map of standard type.
The idea of the proof is to choose neighbourhoods 
of the origin in which 0, Im f , etc., are conelike. These 
neighbourhoods are then stratified, and counting arguments 
give a bounded number of strata for maps of degree less
22
than k . We then show that such maps can exhibit only 
finitely many local topological types.
As an example, consider the fold map
pg : (x,y) i— » (x,y ). We stratify B(0,1) as in the 
picture below:
With respect to diffeomorphic embeddings of this strat­
ified set into the plane, we can make the restriction of 
g an exact stratified map, sending onto diffeo-
morphically for i ^ 2 , and sending S2 onto via
an orientation reversing diffeomorphism.
In the proof, we show that knowledge of this 
type of information is sufficient to describe the map's 
local topological type.
(3.1.2) LEMMA. There is an open ball Uj about 0 in 
2 -1IR such that Q and f 0 are spherically conelike 
in Ux .
Proof. Since Q and f-*0 are semialgebraic sets, the 
result follows from (2.1.2) and (2.1.5).
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(3.1.3) Definition. Let = fU^ .
(3.1.4) LEMMA. There Is an open ball about 0 such
that n Im f C  Wj , and Q, V^, Q' n are spherically
conellke in .
Proof. Again, everything is semialgebraic, so the Lemma
follows from (2.1.2) and (2.1.5).
(3.1.5) LEMMA. There is an open ball U„ about 0 such
that U„ c U, , W., = fU„ C W. . and the following is true:
If L is a connected component of (0 nU„) \ {o}1. then
either fL is a connected component M of (Q'nw„) V {o}
and fIL : L -* M is a local homeomorphism of C° 1-mani-
folds, or fL = -f0} .
Proof. Note first that, by construction, each connected 
component of Q^U^vfo/ is a C® 1-manifold. If L is 
such a component, and does not map onto 0 , the set of 
points where f I L fails to be a homeomorphism of 1-mani­
folds is a O-dimensional semialgebraie set (since it is 
contained in the set where f|L fails to be a diffeo- 
morphism, and so may be excluded by shrinking of to
some Ug . Since by (3.1.2), f”^0 is spherically cone­
like in , either f(LnUg) = 0, or ffLnUj) is 
contained in a connected component of Q'nWgN-foJ .
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(3.1.6) Definition. Let B = Ug \ Ug , B ' = fB , 
B" = (f|Ug)-1B' .
Picture:
In this picture 0 has branches 
and O' has branches H, G,, G2 
onto the origin, fFj^  = G^ (1 = 
F^ and F2 are fold lines.
1,2), fE = H , and
(3.1.7) LEMMA. There is an open ball D ' about 0 such 
that D'C V1 , and fUg, Q ', B' with all intersections of 
these sets, are spherically conelike in D 1.
Proof. All the sets mentioned are semlalgebraic, so the 
result follows from (2.1.5).
(3.1.8) Definition. Let D = (f/U2)_1D'.
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Picture:
The sets involved are the same as in the picture af*er 
Definition (3.1.6) .
(3.1.9) LEMMA. Let Y be a connected component of
D ' \ (B' U Q'). Let Ï : I -* 7 be a C1 path such that 
ï O).1) € Y and K (1) = 0  . Let x £ D be such that 
f(x) = ?(0). Then there is a path c : I -» D with
c(0) = x and f o c «  K .
Proof. Let X be the connected component of D\(3"i/Q)
containing x . At x , f is a local diffeomorphisn, so
Ï certainly lifts locally. Suppose that the maximal
connected subset of I containing 0 upon which c may
be defined is [0,d) , and let ï(d) = z'cY . Let
lim c(t) = z*X . Then fz = z' by continuity, and z«X, 
t-*d
so c may be defined on a larger set. This is a contra­
diction unless c is defined on all of I .
(3.1.10) LEMMA. D is the connected component of
Ug N (f|U2)_1bD' containing 0 , where bD* = DT \ D '.
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Proof. Let K be the connected component in the state­
ment of the Lemma. We show first that D C K  . I f  x e Ug 
and fx = 0 , then x C D  , and since f-10 is conelike 
in U2 , x e K  . If x g D n 0 ' f-10 , then fx = x ' e Q ' \ foj. 
By (3.1.5), the connected component of Q'\ {oJ containing 
x' lifts via a local homeomorphism, so x g K  . If 
x € D \ Q  , f x £ D ' \ Q • , and since O' and fU2 are cone­
like in D', there exists a path joining x' to 0 which 
misses 0 except for 0 . By (3.1.9) this path lifts 
along its length, showing that x CK. Conversely, if 
xt K  , then the path from 0 to x in K maps down 
to a path which never crosses bD', and so x « D  .
(3.1.11) LEMMA D is a topological open disc such that 
Q, B" and Q/iB" are conelike in 3 .
Proof. The first part follows from the proof of (3.1.10). 
The singular set Q is conelike in D because it is 
conelike in Ug • Each connected component of B" \ { o f  
is the lift via a local diffeomorphism of a connected 
component of B'\ {Oj, and the latter is conelike in D* 
by (3.1.7). Since Q n B" a{ol, the result follows.
Remark. We do not have that the semialgebraic sets are 
sperically conelike in D , because the latter is not an 
open ball.
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(3.1.12) We now stratify D and D 1 as follows: 
Strata for D are {0} and the connected components 
of (Q U B") n d \ {oi and D \ (Q u3") .
Strata for D' are {0f and the connected components 
of (O' u B' ) n D ‘ \{0> and D'\(Q'i/B') .
We shall henceforth assume that deg f < It .
(3.1.13) LEMMA. The partitions introduced In (3.1.12) 
do in fact give stratifications of D and D'.
9 2The number of 1-strata in D is less than 2(k-l)_(l+k ).
9The number of l-3trata in D' is less than 4(k-l)-.
With respect to these stratifications, f|D is an exact 
stratified map.
5Proof. By (2.5.4), Q and O' have less than 2(k-l)~
2branches at 0 . The set B* has less than 2(k-l) 
branches, since we introduce at most 2 new branches for 
each connected component of D \ Q . Hence D' has less
pthan 4(k-l) 1-strata. Each branch of B' (by (2.5.3)
2and the conic structure) has at most k preimages ir. 2
2 2D , and so D ha3 less than 2(k-l) (1+k ) 1-strata. 
The conic structure implies that the partitions are ir. 
fact stratifications, and with respect to these, the map 
f|D : D -# D' is obviously stratified. We already have 
exactness on 0- and 1-strata by (3.1.9) and (3.1.1C).
On 2-strata we can apply the path-lifting argument of
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(3.1.9) and the fact that the strata are simply-connected 
to deduce that each 2-stratum of D maps onto a 2-stratum 
of D' .
Picture (the sets involved are the same as those in the 
picture following Definition (3.1.8)):
The 1-strata are marked with bold lines.
(3.2) Wheel maps.
(3.2.1) The n - wheel Wn is the stratification of “he
open unit ball «.bout 0 in 1R2 with strata as follows:
wn
n-1 n-1Ü *-s o C c Li 1/ U  MoII•H j=0 J
defined in polar coordinates by
Li = {(r, 2rti/n) 1 0 < r < 1 .
MJ
= f ( r,0) / 0 < r < 1 t 2itJ/n < 6 < 2/T(j+l)/n } .
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We now consider a map g : Wn -» Wp , and, when no confusion
can arise, we shall denote the set of i - strata of Wn
by , the set of i - strata of Wp by , write
Y. = U S , Z, = U  Y , with Zj and Y'
1 S 3 i< J 1 3
defined analogously.
The set W(n,p) is defined to be the set of exact 
stratified mappings g : Wn -* Wp satisfying the following 
conditions:
(i) g is C*°, with its singular set contained in Z  ^;
(ii) fYQ = Yq , TZ1 CZ[ , fY2 c Yg ;
(iii) if Y^Sj^ and y £ Y  , then (f(Y)-1y is connected;
(iv) there exists an integer N (depending upon g ) 
such that for all y e Wp , $ f  ^y is either infinite or 
less than N .
We call W(n,p) the set of wheel maps.
(3.2.2) PROPOSITION. Let f € P(2,2,k, 1R ) , and suppose
pthat its singular set is not the whole of 1R . Then f 
is locally topologically equivalent at 0 to a mapping 
g a W(n,p) for some n < 2(k-l)2(k2+l) , p < 4(k-l)2.
Proof. The mapping f satisfies all the hypotheses of 
section (3.1), and so the construction applies. Let n 
and p be the numbers of 1-strata of D and D' obtained 
in (3.1.13). If n.p^l , let h : D —» Wn and h' : D' —*» Wp 
be exact stratified homeomorphisms so that h/(D\Q) and
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h'|(D' \Q') are local diffeomorphisms. Define 
g = h' o f o h * : Wn W*5. The construction guarantees 
that g fc W(n,p) .
If n = 0 , then f is light on a neighbourhood 
of the origin, since 0 is locally at most a single 
point. Hence det Dfx is non-negative or nonpositive 
on a neighbourhood of the origin, and so by (2.2.10), f 
is open near 0 . By (2.2.4), f is thus locally topo­
logically equivalent to z I— » z** at 0 , where d < 
by (2.5.3), and so is locally topologically equivalent to 
an element of W(d,l) .
The case in which p = 0 and n £ 1 does not 
occur, since Q n D would have to map onto 0 , and we 
would have introduced more 1-strata into D* when we 
considered B'
(3.2.3) We have shown that f is locally topologically 
equivalent to a wheel map, and we now show that the 
elements of W(n,p) display only finitely many local 
types. In order to do this, we define standard maps on 
sectors of Wn (i.e. closures in Wn of elements in Sg) 
and show that every element of Wn has the sane local 
topoiogical type as a map whose restriction to each sector 
is a standard map.
For the rest of this section we shall suppose
that g <C W(n,p)
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(3.2.4) Let Mi€ S 2, cS^ be defined as in (3.2.1).
We define the standard sector map
TT(n,p,i, J ,s) : — > mJ
(where denotes closure in B(0,1)) by
(r,6) t— » (r, snQ + 2trn(j - si + s+1))
P P 2 ,
where 0 < i < n , 0 ^ j < p , s €  i-l,ll . This is the
obvious orientation preserving or reversing diffeo-
morphism according as s = + 1 .
(3.2.5) Let X = {(r,e) I ril , 0 ¿ 9  */2^ . We define 
a map F : X -* X sending the line segment B = {(r,0)lr*l} 
onto 0 .
Picture:
Let J = Int Q , L = <(r, K/2) Ir « i), C = {(1,9)/ */4 * 9 # */2 > , 
D = i(l,9)IO i 9 ( rr/41 , P = (1./T/4) , R = (l,ff/2) ,
S = (1,0) .
Choose a mapping F : X -» X satisfying
(i) FIJ : J —** J is an orientation preserving diffeo- 
morphism;
(ii) FB = 0 ;
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(iii) FR = R , FP = S ;
(iv) FIC : C - # C u D  and FID : D — *► B are diffeo- 
morphisms of 1-manifolds, and F|L = id^ .
The map F is called the standard single collapse of X
(3.2.6) We now define G : X -* X , the standard double 
collapse of X , by the obvious analogy. Let
XQ = {(r,9) eX I 0 £-9 (■ */4l ,
= {(r,9) «XI K/4 £ 9 £ */2> .
Define G IXQ = 1T( 4,8,0,0,1) o F o TT( 8,4,0,0,1) : XQ -♦ XQ
and G|X1= 71(4,8,0,0,1) o F o TT( 8,4,1,0,-1) S Xx -+Xj_ .
(3.2.7) We say that g : Wn -* Wp is a standard exac: 
wheel map if g e W(n,p) and if 'g(Mi) = Mj for some 
Mi t S 2 , Mj « S£, then
= 7T(4,P,1,J,s) o K o 7T(n,4,i,l,t) 
for some s,t and K € {id^, F, G} .
(3.2.8) There are many choices for our standard maps
F,G, but all these choices are topologically equivalent 
on Int X . We need only choose maps which can be ex­
tended continuously to , and this is guaranteed by
the definitions.
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(iii) FR = R , FP = S ;
(iv) FIC : C -» Cu D  and FID : D — » B are diffeo- 
morphisms of 1-manifolds, and F|L = id^ .
The map F is called the standard single collapse of X
(3.2.6) We now define G : X -* X , the standard double 
collapse of X , by the obvious analogy. Let
XQ = {(r,e) £ X | 0  i 9 (■ n/ 4 l ,
Xx = {( r,0) «XI t/4 4 9 ( rt/2> .
Define GlXQ = IT( 4,8,0,0,1) o F o TT(8,4,0,0,1) : XQ -» XQ
and G|X1= 1T( 4,8,0,0,1) o F o TJ( 8,4,1,0,-1) : *1 -* X1 .
(3.2.7) We say that g : Wn -*■ Wp is a standard exact 
wheel map if g € W(n,p) and if 'g(Mi) = Mj for some 
M± a S2 , Mj s S£, then
= TT(4,p,l,J,s) o K o 7T(n,4,i,l,t) 
for some s,t e{-l,l! and K € {idx> F* •
(3.2.8) There are many choices for our standard maps
F,G, but all these choices are topologically equivalent 
on Int X . We need only choose maps which can be ex­
tended continuously to , and this is guaranteed by
the definitions.
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(3.2.9) LEMMA. If g e W(n,p) , then there exists a 
standard exact wheel map g e. w(n,p) and a homeomorphism 
h C W(n,n) such that g o h = g : Wn ■+ Wp .
Proof. For each Mie S 2 * we merelY have to note the 
index j such that gMA = Mj e S£ , what collapses occur, 
the sign of det Dgx for x 6 M^ , and choose a standard 
map g such that g^ = g|M1 has the same properties.
A/ —1Let gi = gfM.^  and define hj = gA ° ®i : Mi Mi •
As Indicated in (3.2.8), the continuous extensions of hj^ 
and h1+1 agree on , so that hew(n,n) can be
defined.
(3.2.10) LEMMA. The set ig e. W(n,p) I n < N , p < P } 1% 
is finite for all integers N , P .
Proof. Each W(n,p)//S is a finite set by (3.2.9), so 
the result follows.
(3.1.11) PROPOSITION.
{f €. P ( 2.2 , k , 1R )
is finite for each k .
Proof. In (3.2.2) we showed that f was equivalent to 
an element of W(n,p) , with n and p bounded, and in 
(3.2.10) we showed that the set of such maps exhibited 
only finitely many local topological types. The Proposition 
is proved.
The set
| f is not everywhere singular j~
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(3.3) Maps which are everywhere singular.
(3.3.1) By Fukuda f5l , P(2,1 ,k, 1R)/° is a finite set.
For fixed k , choose representatives F^....F^ of
C (1R ,TR)/fj having the same local topological types at
0 as elements of P(2,l,k, 3R )/£ , such that F, is a 
ni -lmap from W to (-1,1) and F. 0 is the 1-skeleton
ni 2of W . Note that for each i , we have that n^ < 2k
by (2.5.4). We call the •s the standard k - maps.
(3.3.2) Throughout this section let
X = if  €  P( 2 , 2  , k ,  ]R ) I d e t  D f x 5  o } ,
and suppose that f €. X .
This section proves that X/S is a finite set.
The idea of the proof is to project each branch of Im f
(which is a 1-dimensional semialgebraic set) onto a line,
so that composition with f gives a polynomial map from 
21R to 1R , and then deduce that the preimage of each 
branch can only map down in finitely many ways. We then 
show that matching-up on the preimages can only be car­
ried out in finitely many ways.
(3.3.3) If rank Dfx is zero everywhere, then f 5 0 .
Otherwise Z = f-^0 is an algebraic set of dimension 
^ 1 . Since f is singular everywhere, its image is
at most 1-dimensional by Sard's Theorem (2.2.6) and is 
semialgebraic by (2.1.2).
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(3.3.4) PROPOSITION. X/2 Is a finite set.
Proof. By (3.3.3) it suffices to prove the result for
the maps f in X such that Z = f-10 is an algebraic
set of dimension 4 1 . Apply (2.1.5) to construct ball
2neighbourhoods U and W of 0 in IR so that Z is
spherically conelike in U and Im f is spherically
conelike in W . Let V = fU n W . Now let Uq .... Un-1
be the closures in U of the connected components of
U \ Z (labelled so that ui nui_i ^ 0 )and let
L~.... L , be the closures in V of the connected0 p-1
components of V \ foj.
pNote that n,p < 2k . Since flU is continuous, we have 
that fU^c Lj for each i and some J . Choose a set
Vp = ■{ ( r, 0) ( 0 4 r < 1  , ® *-{©0 , .®p_i J} in polar
coordinates with branches Vj = ■{(r,^) 10 ( r < 1 J.
Choose also a homeomorphism
i (V ; Lq ,...,Lp^^)  ^(B(0,1)^Vq ,••.,Vp_^)
so that Yj - y|Lj is the non-singular orthogonal pro­
jection of Lj onto Vj . Let t : VP -> J = fO,l) be 
the distance map x i— ► lxl* and let TTj = ZT|Vj •
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oNow let B be an open ball about 0 In K  contained 
in U h^UJ and let U' be an open ball contained in 
U  h^(BOYj) . We write for h^(UJflB) and regard
B as Wn . The other notation is retained with the obvious 
new meaning.
Define f>i : Y± -»Y^, * — 0 f•••fn~lf ss follows:
Let f>n = idY . For i 
z0
— 1p•••pn-1) Xet be equal
to fl-lhi-lhi1 on Yi n Y and let
?n-llY0 ” Yn-l = hl»;-llY0 ,’Yn-l . Finally extend
each fi to a homeomorphism of onto itself, and let
£ : Wn -* Wn be defined by £|Y^ = • Then is
a homeomorphism of U' onto Wn and the diagram
f |U'
' ------- V f U •I 7
wn -------------- » vpr
••I **commutes, where k^T^*^ : Li Vi * and rF/Y^
2is a standard k-map. For elements of X , n,p < 2k , and 
there are only finitely many choices of standard 2K-maps
Hence the result
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(3.3.5) THEOREM 1. For any k , P(2,2,k, JR )/£ is a 
finite set.
Proof. In (3.2.11) we proved the result for the maps 
which are not everywhere singular, and in (3.3.3) and
(3.3.4) we gave the proof for the everywhere singular 
case.
(3.4) Example: P(2,2,3, 3R )/£ is a finite set.
(3.4.0) In this section we explicitly construct the 
topological types of polynomial mappings of degree < 3. 
We omit the case in which the maps are everywhere sing­
ular, as here our proof (relying upon [5]) is non­
constructive. It was consideration of this type of ex­
ample which led to the formulation of the proof given 
earlier in this chapter. 2*S
2 2(3.4.1) Let F = (f,g) : JR -♦ JR be a polynomial map
of degree less than 3, let J(x) = det Dfx , let
S = J_ 0 , and suppose throughout that S ^ JR . If f 
and g have any linear terms, then either J(0) £ 0 , 
so that F ,£ id , or rank DfQ = 1 . We consider the 
latter case in (3.4.5).
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(3.4.2) If S has an isolated point at 0 , then F is 
light on a neighbourhood of 0 , and is also open near 0 
by (2.2.10), since J is non-negative or nonpositive 
there. Hence by (2.2.4) we have that F z •— ► zn, where 
n $ 4 . In this case F is locally topologically equi­
valent to the unique light orientation-preserving map in 
W(n,1).
(3.4.3) Suppose that f and g (the components of F ) 
are homogeneous of degree 2 . After a change of coord­
inates, we can suppose that either
(1) F = (x2 + y2, ax2 + 2bxy + cy2) , 
or (2) F = (x2 - y2, ax2 + 2bxy + cy2) .
This section concerns case (1).
Immediately we have that F is light near 0 , 
since f-i0 = 0 .
(i) Suppose that either a or c is non-zero. We can 
then assume that
2 2 2 2 F = ( x + y , x  + 2bxy + cy ) and so
J = 4(bx2 + (c - l)xy - by2).
If b  ^0 , then S is either a point or two different
lines. In the first case we have that F ,5 z t— * zn
(n i 4) by (2.2.4), and in the second F is equivalent
to a collapse free standard map in W(4,2) which has its
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image contained in a single sector of W . We denote this
*' W2\ _ »
If b = 0 and c = 1 , then F is everywhere singular
If b = 0 and C ¿ 1 , then S is given by xy = 0 ,
and ' ¿ f l ­
(ii) it a = 0 = c > we can perform the non-singular
change of coordinates (x,y) »— * (x+y,x-y) to obtain a 
map of the type considered in case (2) below.
(3.4.4) This section deals with case (2), where we sup­
pose that F has the form:
2 2 2 2 F = (x - y , ax + 2bxy + cy ) .
Note that collapses can occur in this case, since f-10
is no longer a point.
(1) Suppose that one of a and c is non-zero, so that 
we can assume
F = (x2 - y2, x2 + 2bxy + cy2) and 
J = 4(bx2 + (c + l)xy + by2) .
Here S is either a point or a line counted twice, and 
since J is always non-negative or nonpositive, if F is 
light then it is open, which implies that F 5/ z *—> zn 
(n<4) . If S is a line and F is not light, we can
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(3.4.4) This section deals with case (2), where we sup­
pose that F has the form:
2 2 2 2 F = (x - y , ax + 2bxy + cy ) .
Note that collapses can occur in this case, since f-10
is no longer a point. (i)
(i) Suppose that one of a and c is non-zero, so that 
we can assume
F = (x2 - y2, x2 + 2bxy + cy2) and 
J = 4(bx2 + (c + l)xy + by2) .
Here S is either a point or a line counted twice, and 
since J is always non-negative or nonpositive, if F is 
light then it is open, which implies that F 5/ z *—> zn 
(n<4) . If S is a line and F is not light, we can
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2 2 2suppose that F = (x + y , (x + y) ) , or, after a change
pof coordinates, that F = (x , xy) . This map Is a col­
lapse along the y-axls followed by a fold about the y-axls. 
We call this map $ 2 .
#2
If b = 0 , 2 2 2 2we have F = ( x  - y , x  + cy )
If c = -1 . then F is singular everywhere
If c > o , we are in case (1).
If c < o , c  ^1 , then F •
(11) If a = 0 = c and b  ^0 , then S is just the 
origin, and F is light and open.
(3.4.5) We now consider the case in which F has rank 1
at 0 , i.e. we suppose that
F = (2x + ax1 2 + 2bxy + cy2, dx2 + 2exy + hy2) ,
2 2J = (ex + hy + (ae-bd)x + (ah-cd)xy + (bh-ce)y )
(1) If (e,h)  ^ (0,0) , then S is simple at 0 , and
g-10 is either a point, two distinct lines, or a repeated
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line. If S has no component in common with g-10 , then 
F is light, and it is easy to check that either F ^  
or F />} <£3 , the fold map (x,y) i— > (x,y ) .
. . r r r i . . .  c n
I------ 1 ?3
If F is not light, then g-10 o f 10 contains a line, 
so we can assume that c = 0 = h , and that
F = (x(2 + ax + 2by), x(dx + 2ey)) ,
J = 4x(e + 2by) .
Since e  ^0 , S has only one component through 0 , 
and F Z  = ((x.y) <— * (x.xy)) .
(ii) If (e,h) = (0,0) , we can suppose that
2 2F = (2x + 2bxy + cy , dx ) ,
J = -4d(bx + o X
If C |i 0 , then F ,3 h  ■
If O II O ana b ^ 0 , then F , the collapse
and-fold map.
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(3.4.6) In order to describe the maps ^  , i = 1,...,4 
in terms of wheel maps, we introduce some new notation.
A standard map g e W(n,p) is represented by a 
single picture of the n-wheel, with a number and sign in 
each sector. The number in the ith sector indicates which 
sector of Wp it maps onto, and the sign is that of the 
determinant of the derivative. A 1-stratum of Wn has a 
wavy line drawn through it if it collapses. With this 
notation we have the following table:
Map Equivalent wheel map
z i— > z
2 1+
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Map Equivalent wheel map
€ V(2,2)
€ W(4,2)
W(2,2)
€ W( 2,4)
(3.4.7) As a final example, consider the cusp map
(By the results of 26 , this map with the fold map 
gives the only local diffeomorphism types of 1-generic
mappings from the plane to the plane. The 1-generic 
maps are those maps f whose 1-jet is transverse to the 
set where f drops rank by r , for all r. See also 
[7, pp 145 - 149] ).
In the picture below, we indicate the stratification of 
neighbourhoods of 0 (the 1-strata are marked with bold 
lines).
3g : (x,y) »— » (x,xy + y ) .
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S
The singular set S maps onto the fold parabola in X . 
The other parabola lying over the cusp Q' is the image 
in X of Q ' S  .
it is now easy to verify that g
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CHAPTER 4 - GLOBAL TOPOLOGICAL TYPES OF POLYNOMIAL 
MAPPINGS OF THE PLANE.
(4.0) Introduction.
The main result of this chapter Is 
THEOREM 2. The 3et
{f « P(2,2,k,JR) / f is proper and det Dfx ^ 0} 
is finite for each k .
Section (4.1) contains an outline of the method oi proof 
employed, and we also give a proof of the same result for 
P(l,l,k,TR) , which is due to Fukuda fsJ . The proof of 
Theorem 2 is followed by some examples, and a discussion 
of the hypotheses that f be proper and not singular 
everywhere, neither of which the author considers to be 
necessary. Relaxation of the 'proper' hypothesis means 
that the methods of this chapter are inapplicable, and 
has connections with the Jacobian Problem: see [l]. For 
the maps which are everywhere singular, but still proper, 
precise knowledge of the topology of the images, should, 
with the methods of this chapter, enable us to prove the
result.
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(4 *D Outline of the method of proof, and P(l,l,k, 3R )/a/
(4.1.1) The method of proof is essentially simple. Let 
P(k) = {f € P(2,2,k, IR ) / f is proper and det Dfx £ 0} , 
and suppose that f C P(k) . Let Q be the preimage of
the image of the singular set. We show that if K is a
2connected component of 3R \ Q and if L is a connected 
2component of 3R \ fQ with fK c L , then f/K : K —» L
2is a covering map of degree less than k , and that there 
are only finitely many topological types for such maps. 
Turning to Q , we show that for a finite set Z c q  
(which is essentially the points where f has rank 0 
and the points where Q is singular), such that jtZ is 
bounded for all f € P(k) , each connected component of 
0 \Z either maps down via a local homeomorphism, or col­
lapses to a point. Counting the possible configurations 
of 0 and fQ now enables us to complete the proof.
As an example, consider the cusp map discussed in (3.4.7):
qF : (x,y) (x, xy + y ) .
y
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The decomposition is made as indicated in the picture,
with Z = FZ = 0 . Note that Al* A2 and map
diffeomorphically onto B2 and B2 respectively
with positive orientation, and that CO< maps diffeo-
morphically onto B2 with negative orientation. In 
this case the connected components of Q \Z map via 
diffeomorphisms of 1-manifolds onto connected components 
of FQ \ FZ : this is always the case if the latter comp­
onents are simply-connected, and we only get non-trivial 
covering maps if some of these components are circles. 
There are more examples in section (4.3).
We now give an outline of the proof of Theorem 2 by 
sketching what happens in the 1-dimensional case.
(4.1.2) THEOREM (Fukuda £5] ).
For each k , the set P( 1,1 ,k, HR)/*✓ is finite.
/>/Sketch proof. Let X be the set of constant maps from 
IR to K ,  and let X(k) = P(l,l,k, E) \ X . The constant 
maps contribute only one topological type, so it suffices 
to prove that X(k)//v is finite. If f e X(k) then f 
is proper.(The 2-dimensional analogue of this fact is 
false). For f«X(k) , let Sf = /xs IR I f'(x) = o / ,
°f = fSf * °f = • Note that f < k-! • 4fQf <( k-l)k
and that each connected component of ]R \ Q maps via a
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diffeomorphism onto a connected component of IR \Q* . 
Thus we need only know the order of the Images of the 
points in 0 to describe the topological type of the 
map, and the result follows.
Example.
3Let f(x) = x - 3x , and let t >0 be such that 
f(t) = 2 . Then S = {-l,l}, 0 = S and the
map looks like:
f
-t -1 1 t
^ " \  / 
fold 
points
(4.2) Proof of Theorem 2.
(4.2.1) Definition. Throughout this section we shall
suppose that
P(k) = if * P(2,2,k, IR) I f is proper and det Dfx ^  0}
and P(k) = {f c P( 2,2 ,k, IR) 1 f is proper and det Dfx s 0}
(4.2.2) LEMMA. If feP(k) and 2v € IR • then tff_1y < k2
or is infinite.
Proof. This is the Corollary (2.5.3) to Bezout' s Theorem.
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(4.2.3) Definition. If f 6 P(k) , let
Sf = {x { E 2 I det Dfx = o) ,
Q£ = fSf , Qf = f-1Q£ • When no confusion can arise, we 
shall omit the subscripts from these and similar symbols.
(4.2.4) LEMMA. If f c P(k) , then Sf, Qf and 0£
osemialgebraic subsets of 1R of dimension at most 1.
Proof. This Lemma follows from the Tarski-Seidenberg 
Theorem (2.1.2) and Sard's Theorem (2.2.6).
(4.2.5) Definition. If f€P(k) , let
C£ = -/y c OR2 [ f 1y is an infinite set! C  Q£ ,
and let Cf = f-1C£cQf . We call Cf the collapse set.
Let Z'f be the set of y c m 2 \ such that
either y is a singular point of O'
or y = fx is simple on O' and one of the following
holds:
(i) rank Dfx = 0 ;
(ii) x is a singular point of 0 ;
(iii) x is a simple point of Q and ker Dfx 3 TxS
2(4.2.6) LEMMA. If feP(k) , then * C£ < (k-1) .
Proof, if y e c* , then f-1y is an algebraic component
2of S , and these number less than (k-1) .
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(4.2.7) LEMMA. There exists an Integer N = N(k) such 
that If f i P(k) then JtZf and Z£ are less than II .
Proof. We merely have to check that the two sets are 
discrete and given by polynomials of bounded degree. 
Consequently we just give an outline of the proof.
Firstly note that S is an algebraic curve of 
degree less than (k-1) , so that there exists Il^ (k) 
such that if f € P(k) then Sf has less than sing­
ular points. If x e Q \ s  is a singular point of 0 , 
then fx is a singular point of O' since f is a 
local diffeomorphism at x .
The rank 0 set in Zf consists of isolated 
points because f is light on a neighbourhood of Q\ C , 
and so there exists an integer Ng(k) such that for 
feP(k) , the rank 0 points in Zf number less than Mg .
Suppose now that x is simple on S but sir.g-
ular on 0 such that y = fx is simple on Q ' , and
ker Df ¡i T S . Then branches of Q near x must
either have the same tangent at x as S , and map to
branches of Q' at y . or have tangents in the dil—
ection of ker Dfx . If a branch 3 of 0 \ S is the
closest branch of Q to one of S , and TxB = V  •
let A be the closed region bounded by parts of 3 , S
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chosen so
Then fA must be bounded by parts of O' and fL , 
since at the preimage in A of any other boundary point, 
f is a local diffeomorphism. However, since fA con­
tains points near fx other than points of O', this is 
impossible.
Now suppose that B is a branch of Q \ S at 
x such that TxB = ker Dfx . Choose a point z on B 
close to x and a vector v parallel to TXS .
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We finally have to show that the set 
•{x € S I ker Dfx = TxS , x simple on S , fx = y simple on Q *} 
is discrete. This follows immediately from Sard's Theorem
(2.2.6) applied to flS : S -* O'.
(4.2.8) Definition. If f€P(k) , define
k | = {K 1 K is a connected component of IR2 N Qr }  •
L 2 = {L | L is a connected component of IR2 \ Q* } .
K* = {K 1 K is a connected component of «f N ( C f u Z f )}
l £ = {L 1 L is a connected component of °f N (C£ v Z p }
(4.2.9) LEMMA. If f P(k) , then Zf, Z<. , Qf,Q£ and
the elements of K^ ., for 1 = 1,2, are semi algebraic
sets.
Proof. This Lemma follows from the Tarski-Seidenberg 
Theorem (2.1.2).
(4.2.10) LEMMA. Let f cP(k) , and let c : I 3R2\Q£
1 2 be a C path such that c(0) = f(xQ) for some xQ e K  .
Then c can be lifted along its length from xQ , that is,
1 — 2 — there exists a C path c : I -# IR \ 0^ . with f o c = c
and c(0) = xQ .
Proof. If G' = cl , then G = f-1G' is compact because 
f is proper. Let GQ be the connected component of G
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We finally have to show that the set 
{x«S I ker Dfx = TxS , x simple on S , f x = y simple on Q'} 
is discrete. This follows immediately from Sard's Theorem
(2.2.6) applied to flS : S -> Q'.
(4.2.8) Definition. If f€P(k) , define
K2 = {K 1 K is a connected component of IR2 N Qf }.
Lj = {L | L is a connected component of JR2 \ Qf },
K* = ÌK 1 K is a connected component of Of N(cf U Zf)>
l£ = {L 1 L is a connected component of Of N (C£
(4.2.9) LEMMA. If f P(k)
the elements of K1l^ f » Lf for
sets.
then Zf, Z' , Of.Qf and 
i = 1,2, are semialgebraic
Proof. This Lemma follows from the Tarski-Seidenberg 
Theorem (2.1.2).
(4.2.10) LEMMA. Let f tP(k) , and let c : I
be a C1 path such that c(0) = f(xQ) for some
Then c can be lifted along its length from xQ , 
1 — 2there exists a C path c : I -# 3R \ Q^ . with 
and c(0 ) = xQ .
IR n Q'
X q €  I R
that is. 
f o <: => c
Proof. If G' = cl , then G =» f-1G< is compact because 
f is proper. Let GQ be the connected component of G
rv> ^
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containing Xq , and suppose that fGQ = cfO,d] , where 
d <1 . Since f is a local diffeomorphism at each point 
of f_1(c(d)) n Gg , c can be lifted along its length.
(4.2.11) LEMMA. If feP(k) , then Ira f is a closed 
seralalgebraic set with boundary contained in Q£ .
Proof. By the Tarski-Seidenberg Theorem (2.1.6), Im f 
is semialgebraic. If Im f is not closed, let J be a 
compact set crossing its frontier. Then f-1J is com­
pact, contradicting the fact that Im f « J is not 
closed.
(4.2.12) LEMMA. If f £ P(k) , K £ , L € l| such that
fK c L , then f IK : K -» L is a covering map.
Proof. We have to show that each point of L has an open 
neighbourhood evenly covered by f = flK . Let y< L , 
and let f y = ^ ,..., xn> , where n < k  by (4.2.2).
Since f is a local diffeomorphism at each xt , we can 
choose a closed disc neighbourhood V of y in L and 
closed neighbourhoods of x^ in K (for i = l,..,n)
such that f maps each U, diffeomorphically onto V . 
Each is a connected component of W = f V  , for if
not, let x± € bl^ be such that every neighbourhood of x±
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meets A* = \ , where is the connected component
of W containing x^ . Because f is a local diffeo- 
morphism at x^ , points of A£ cannot be mapped into V. 
This is a contradiction.
Since W is semialgebraic, it has only finitely 
many connected components which are not equal to for
some i c { l .... n}. Call these components W1,...,Wr .
Since W is compact, each Wj (j = 1,...,r) is compact. 
Choose a closed disc V' c V  containing y such that
V  n f / U  w i,) = 0 .\‘j=i
—  1Then V  = f AV' has connected components ,
with X± € U* C U± , such that flUJ ; UJ — » V' is a
homeomorphism, and Int V' is evenly covered by f .
(4.2.13) Remark. In the proof of (4.2.12) we rely heavily 
upon the fact that W has only finitely many components, 
and so those components which are not equal to some U, 
map onto a compact set which misses y . If this does not 
happen, there is no guarantee that we can choose V' .
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(4.2.14) LEMMA. I_f fCP(k), K£K^ , L £ are such 
fK C L , then f / K : K —> L is a covering map.
Proof. Since K and L are 1-manifolds, and for
x € K we have that ker Dfx £ TxK , we can deduce that 
flK : K -* L is a local diffeomorphism. The result is 
thus the 1-dimensional analogue of (4.2.12), and the proof 
is the same.
(4.2.15) LEMMA. There exists an Integer M = M(k) such 
that if fcp(k) , then the number of elements in each of 
the following sets is less than M :
(i) The 3et of connected components of C^ . .
(ii) C£ .
(iii) Zf ,Z'f .
(iv) K* , L* for i = 1,2.
Proof (sketch). This result is a consequence of (4.2.6) 
and (4.2.7). The number of branches at each point of Qf 
is bounded for all fcP(k) , and so removal of Zf leaves 
a bounded number of connected components. This proves that 
is bounded, and the other parts can be deduced simi­
larly.
2(4.2.16) Definition. Sets A,B c IR are said to be
g
topologically equivalent, written A/v B (S for set
equivalence), if there exists a homeomorphism h of IR2
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with hA = B . Two pairs (A-^.B.), i = 1,2, of sets are 
topologically equivalent if there exists a homeomorphism 
h of IR2 with hAx = A2 , hBj = Bg .
This definition is stronger than that of homeomorphism 
with the subspace topology. For example, let 
A = {(x,y) | x2 + y2 < li ,
B = A V {(x,y) I x = 0 , y % 0} .
Then A and B are homeomorphic with the subspace top-
gology, but not ^  - equivalent.
(4.2.17) LEMMA. The number of topological equivalence 
classes in each of the following sets (where f runs 
through P(k) ) is finite:
i(Qf,Zf)j , {(Q±,Zp} , {(Qf, Cf)l , f(Q£,C£)j , f(Qf,K)|K«K
{(Q£,L) I LeLjj,{KlKi K2}, {L I L « L2 } .
Proof. This Lemma follows from (4.2.15). For example, 
the set {(Qf,K) I feP(k), K e K*} /% is finite because 
0 is composed of a bounded number of 1-manifolds, joined 
at a bounded number of points.
M
> 
H
»
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(4.2.18) LEMMA. If fiP(k) , let K c K^, L € l| be such 
that f K = L . Let f = f IK . For any x( K  , y e L, 
with fx = y , we have that /^(K.x) = Fm (the free 
group on m generators) and /^(L.y) = Fn , where 
m,n < M(k) as given In (4.2.15). Moreover we can choose 
generators of these groups such that If a Is a generator
of itj^K.x) , then f^a = b , where b Is a generator of
2^(L.y) . and 0 ^ r < k
Proof. Let K = K//v , where /v identifies each boundary 
component of K to a point, considered with the quotient 
topology, and let K* = K \ iK , where i : K -* K is the 
inclusion map. Let X and L* be defined analogously.
If K* = m+1 , L* = n+1 , it is obvious that 1Z. (K) = F_l m
and ni(L) = Fn * and that n,m < M by (4.2.15).
The map f : K + L induced by f is a well-
defined, continuous, light open map between 2-manifolds, 
and so by (2.2.4) it is locally topologically equivalent 
at each point of K* to a map of the form z i— > zd , 
where d < k  . Hence we can choose generators of 7t^(K ^ K*) 
which map via onto powers of generators of H^(LsL*),
and the same is true of f ^ -» Tt^L) .
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(4.2.19) LEMMA. Let F = <a,.... a >  , F„ = < b , .... b >m i m n i n
be free groups, and let Q  be the set of homotiorthi ;-s 
0 : Fm Fn auch that OCa^ = b^|*j , where 0 < r(i)< k2,
s(i)4 {1.... n>, for 1 = 1.... m . Then {0F 1 9 * 9 }
Is a finite set of subgroups of Fn .
Proof. This is a simple counting argument.
(4.2.20) Definition. Let g.^ : B.^ be continuous
2 Mmaps, where A^ , c JR , i = 1,2 . We write A/ g~
(M for map equivalence) if and only if there exist
2 2homeomorphisms h : A^ — •* A2 and k : ( IR , B^) — **• ( IR , 3g) 
such that g2 o h = k o g^ : A^ -» B2 .
u ^
Note that if ~  S2 » then B.^ and Bg are -equi­
valent, but Aj. and Ag are just homeomorphic with the
2subspace topology from IR .
(4.2.21) LEMMA. For each k , the set
ff |K : K -» L | f € P(k), KC K2, L c L2, fK * Lj / 4  
is finite.
Proof. By (4.2.17), K and L can exhibit only fir.itely 
many ^  types as f runs through P(k) . For fixed topo­
logical type of L , by (4.2.18) and (4.2.19) we have
that (flKVrc.OO is one of a finite number of subgroups 
$ 1
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of Tt^iL) . By (2.3.2) and (2.3.3), If two covering maps 
give rise to conjugate subgroups, then they are right 
topologically equivalent. This completes the proof.
(4.2.22) LEMMA. For each k , the set
<tIK : K -* L I f e P(k) , K « K*, L c Lj , fK = L J / ^
is finite.
Proof. This Lemma is the 1-dimensional analogue of (4.2.21).
(4.2.23) Remark. We now have control of the types on the 
singular set, since connected components of Q \ Z  either 
behave as in(4.2.21) or collapse to points. We also know 
that on the connected components of the remainder, we just 
get covering maps. This final step checks that the maps 
on the components can be matched up in only finitely many 
ways. The rough idea of the proof is to take two maps 
which agree on everything checked so far, to carry out 
identifications via the corresponding homeomorphisms, and 
then to show that the matching-up introduces finitely 
many more types. We perform this process first on a single 
element of L , then use the fact that #L < M to deduce
the theorem.
Example. Suppose we know that a continuous map from the
pclosed unit disc to itself behaves like z ♦— ► z on both 
the boundary and the interior of the disc. Then, having 
fixed the behaviour on the boundary, there are only two 
configurations which make sense: twisting the open disc 
through a half turn, or doing nothing.
In the picture, we know that the points A and 9 map 
onto P , and that the line segments M and L map onto 
C.
Think of the open disc 'clicking' into place.
(4.2.24) THEOREM 2. For each k , the set 
ff c P(2,2,k, IR ) I f is proper and det Dfx ^ Of 
is finite.
Proof. Suppose that f^, f? 6 P(k) and there exist
2homeomorphisms «f.y® of IR such that the diagram
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t l Q x
(Q1,Z1) ----- »  (Q^.Zp
*l,i ]  i />wi
(Q2,Z2) ----- »  (o^.zp
flQ2
commutes, where Q. = Q_ , etc.
1 ri
Suppose that, for i = 1,2, we have that Ki e ,
Lic I'i » , and « K1 = Kg » /SL^  - <\J
-3 . Then
fi 0 fl = f2 o <x on bKj , so we can carry out identifie
atlons of with Kg (which we call K ) and of Lj^
with L2 (which we call L ). We write f^, f2 for the 
induced maps, and continue to write K^.L^ for the images 
of K^.L^ under the identifications.
Suppose that f^TT^OO for i = 1,2 are con­
jugate subgroups of 7C.(L) . Then by (2.3.2) there ex­
ists a homeomorphism h : K -» K such that 
f 1) K = f 2 o h : K -» L ,
where K and L are the interiors of K and L .
Since (K^K^) and (K2,K2) are topologically 
equivalent in the sense of (4.2.20), we can extend h 
by continuity to a homeomorphism h : K -* K such tha~ 
f 1 = f 2 o h : K -* L .
(We need only check what happens on components of
\ which are not in : in the latter case any
homeomorphism will do). By (4.2.22) there are only
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finitely many such £  types, and so we can deduce the 
following:
If f^lKj JH/ f2|K2, then fxl Kx is in one of the 
equivalence classes in the set
{flK : K -+ L | f £P(k) , KCKj, L e L ‘, fK = U  / /w.
We now repeat this procedure on each element of 
■( L £ /f<P(k)} / , and so deduce the Theorem.
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(4.3) Examples.
(4.3.1) We now give a brief discussion of the global 
topological types of maps in P(3). Since our proof does 
not explicitly construct the types exhibited, this section 
is necessarily less detailed than (3.4).
2 2(4.3.2) Let F = (f,g) : 1R IR be an element of 
P(3). If F is homogeneous of degree 2, then the local 
types constructed in (3.4) are the global types. Ilote 
however that any such F cannot have a collapse, since 
its collapse set would be a union of lines, and so non­
compact. Consequently the only global types for the 
homogeneous maps are:
(i) id ;
(ii) z zn (n £ 4);
(iii) ;
where the latter two maps are considered to be from 1?.“ 
to m 2 .
(4.3.3) For the non-homogeneous maps in P(3) the pcs- 
ition is similar, since the zero-set of the Jacobian is 
a (possibly degenerate) conic. Considering F as given
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in (3.2.5), it is clear that if FeP(3) , then F can­
not have any collapses, since g~^0 is non-compact. In 
order to work out the global types here, it is necessary 
to follow through the proof given in (4.2), checking what 
can happen on Q , and calculating the type of covering 
map on each element of Lp , i = 1,2. While this process 
is not difficult, it is extremely tedious. Also, since 
no collapses can occur for maps in P(3) , it might ap­
pear that the proof provides for a bogus eventuality.
To dispel this misapprehension, we now give an example 
of an element of P(4) which has a genuine collapse.
(4.3.4) Let F : JR2-* IR2 : (x,y) i— * (x(x2+y2-l),y(x2+y2-l)),
so that J = (x2 + y2 -l)(3(x2 + y2) - 1) . It is clear
2 2that the circle determined by x + y - 1 collapses to
(0 ,0), but the map is proper by fl2j because
lim HF(x ,y)I = do .
Il(x,y)ll -» «>
The map is also rotationally symmetric about 0 , so it 
suffices to look at its restriction to the x-axis.
Let f : JR -* JR : 3X I-—* X - X . Then f has
zeros at 0 , + l  , and turning points at +s , where s = »/'A
Let t ^ s be such that ft = fs .
In the diagram below, S(r) denotes the unit
circle about 0 of radius r .
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In the picture, J_10 » S(l) and 0 = S(s)uS(l)i/S(t)
With the indicated stratifications, we can describe the 
topological type of F :
The collapse set is S(l), which maps onto 0 .
The circles S(s) and S(t) map diffeomorphically 
onto S(ft).
The regions A,C,D respectively map diffeomorphically 
onto M,M,N respectively with positive orientation. 
The region B maps diffeomorphically onto M with 
negative orientation.
By composing the map F with z i— * zn we can produce a 
similar map which is an n-fold cover on 
except for t h e  collapse set and 0 .
each of the strata
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(4.4) Remarks on the 'proper' hypothesis.
(4.4.1) For the local result, considerations as to whether 
the maps are proper or not are irrelevant, since we are 
looking at small neighbourhoods. Consider, for example, 
the maps
t1 : OR2 -*• JR2 : (x,y) i— » (x2 - x2y2, 2x2y) and
f2 : HR2 -» 1R2 : (x,y) *— ♦ ((x-1)((x-l)2+y2-l,y((x-1)2+y2-l)).
Here f^ is the blowing-down map (x,y) •— * (x,xy) followed 
2by z *— * z , and f2 is the example of (4.3.4) with co­
ordinates centred at (1,0) . We have that f i f2 » since 
both are locally topologically equivalent to
c W(2,2)
in the notation of (3.4.6), but whereas fg is proper by
(4.3.4), ft is not, because f ^ 1!) is the y-axis, a non­
compact set. However, these apparent differences are not 
as important in the global case as might be expected. We 
consider this point next.
(4.4.2) As we saw in (4.1.2), every non-constant map in 
P(1,1,k ,3R ) is proper. While the corresponding statement 
for P(2,2,k, IR ) is obviously false (as shown in (4.4.1)), 
several observations can be made.
In the proof of Theorem 2, the only places in
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which we crucially use the fact that the maps in P(k) 
are proper are those in which we deal with elements of 
K1 for i = 1,2; where we obtain a path-lifting result, 
and then deduce a covering map structure. Consequently, 
instead of proving Theorem 2 for P(k) , we could instead
prove it for the set of fe P(2,2,k, IR) with det Dfx ^  0
2 2 2and f I 1R \ : IR \ — » IR \ C£ proper.
Although this might appear to be a significant strength­
ening of the Theorem, it is not, since the hypotheses, 
which are difficult enough to verify for a particular map 
om the version given, now become extremely complicated 
to check. Ideally we would like to have simple algebraic 
hypotheses, but to illustrate the difficulties involved, 
we now turn our attention to the simplest case.
2 2(4.4.3) Let f : IR -* 3R be a polynomial mapping such
2that for all x c IR , Idet Df I >0 , i.e. suppose that f 
is a local diffeomorphism everywhere. One version of the 
Jacobian problem (see Cl]) asks:
Question 1. Under these hypotheses, is f a diffeomorphlsm
of IR2 onto IR2 ?
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2 2Now let g : JR -* 1R be a polynomial mapping which is 
a local homeomorphism everywhere.
Question 2. Under these hypotheses, is g a homeomorohism
2 2 of IR onto IR ?
(In both cases, the maps are onto by (4.2.11): there are 
no polynomial equivalents of the map which, in polar co­
ordinates, sends (r,0) onto (tarTV,0), or to put it 
another way, every locally proper polynomial local homeo­
morphism is proper).
We cannot give definitive answers to these quest­
ions, but we show they have affirmative answers on a large 
set of polynomial mappings.
(4.4.4) PROPOSITION. Let F = (f,g) c P(2,2,k,3R) be a 
polynomial mapping which is a local diffeomorphism every­
where. If the homogeneous terms of f and g of highest
degree have no common non-trlvial zeros, then F is proper
2 2and hence a dl Ffeomorphlsm of IR onto IR .
Proof. Let f = fx + ... + fp , g = gt + ... + , where
f and gt are homogeneous of degree i , fn ^ 0 £ gm ,
2and n,m k . Consider the curve C in IR determined 
by the polynomial K = f2n + g2m - r2 , where r ^ 0 .
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If C is compact for all r , then F is proper. Since
by assumption f and g_ have no common non-trivial n m
zeros, we can homogenize K as a map from to P 1 ,
_ ?and the corresponding curve C in IP has no points on
2 _the line at infinity. If C were unbounded in 3R , C 
would have a non-isolated point on the line at infinity, 
so C is compact, F is proper, and the result follows.
(4.4.5) The same result, with the same proof, is true for 
maps which are local homeomorphisms everywhere. The Prop­
osition can be improved with more careful analysis, but I 
have been unable to prove, nor find a counter-example to 
a version of (4.4.4) which has no conditions other than.
/ det Dfx I >0 .
(4.4.6) I still suspect that the set
{fe P(2,2,k,m) / det Dfx -> 0 J//v 
is finite for each k, although the methods of (4.2) are 
no longer applicable, since we can no longer ensure that 
paths lift along their lengths, or that the mappings 
behave like covering maps on each element of the strat­
ification, i.e. in this case we can no longer prove the 
analogues of (4.2.10), (4.2.12) or (4.2.14).
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(4.5) Remarks on the 'not everywhere singular1 hypothesis.
(4.5.1) In section (3.3) we proved the local result for 
the mappings In P(2,2,k,lR) which are everywhere singular 
by considering projections onto the Inverse image of the 
origin, and it might be Imagined that a similar method 
would yield a global result. Unfortunately, we do not 
have a firm enough hold on the topology of the image.
(4.5.2) Let P(k) = {f« P(2,2,k, 1R ) I f is proper and 
everywhere singular r . If feP(k) , then Im f is a 
semialgebraic set of dimension at most 1, by the theorems 
of Sard and Tarski-Seidenberg. In contrast to (4.2), we 
now have very little information, since the collapse set 
is the entire plane.
Before going any further, we show that P(k) is 
non-empty.
(4.5.3) Examples.
Let F : 1R2 -» 1R2 : (x,y) ►— » (x2 + y2, (x2 + y2)2), so
that rank DFx = 1 except at 0 . Think of F as the
2 2composition of (x,y) «—* (x + y , 0) with the map
O(x,y) ,— , (x,y ) , so that F maps each circle with centre 
0 to a point on part of a parabola:
72 Im F
It is clear that F is proper, and that its global topo-
2 2logical type is the same as that of (x,y) f— * (x + y ,0). 
In this example F has a particularly simple image, with 
no multiple points. We now give a more complicated ex­
ample .
Consider the folium of Descartes determined by
(X - 3)3 + (X - 3) - (Y + 6)2 .
o 3 2If we put X = t - 4t and Y = t - 6t + lit , we para­
meterize the curve as shown in the picture below:
(the arrows on the curve 
are in the direction of 
increasing t )
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The map
G : 3R2 -* 3R2 : (x,y) t— > (g2 - 4g, g3 - 6g2 + llg),
2 2where g(xfy) = x + y , has as image that part of the 
curve parameterized by t £ 0 . The mappings F and G
phave the same local topological type at each point of JR , 
but obviously their global types differ.
(4.5.4) It is the presence of self-intersections of the
image (i.e. points y at which Im f is not a C®
1-manifold, but for all x e f~^y , the image of a suffic-
2iently small neighbourhood of x in JR is a 1-manifold, 
where fcP(k)) which cause a difference in global types 
for maps which have the same local type everywhere, as we 
have just seen. If we could determine a bound on the 
number of these bad points for all f€P(k) , then we 
ought to be able to show that 'P(k)A' is a finite set 
for each k . A proof would go something like this:
Remove a set Z* from Im f , where Z' consists of 
images of rank 0 points together with the singular points 
of the image, and let Z = f-1Z' . The bound referred to 
above would limit the size of Z' and the number of
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2connected components of Z . The components of I  \ Z
2would map onto connected components of 1R N Z‘ , and by 
choosing suitable projections, we should be able to relate 
the topological types on the components to elements of 
P(2,l,k,iR ) . An argument about matching-up should then 
show that P(k)/«/ is a finite set.
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CHAPTER 5 - APPLICATIONS.
(5.0) Introduction.
This final chapter contains applications of the results 
of Chapter 3 to jet spaces and compact 2-manifolds. Some 
of these results first appeared in the author's MSc dis­
sertation Tl4] . Theorem 3 (5.1.9) was proved in greater
generality by Varienko f23] , as given in (5.1.7), but our 
methods enable us to prove it very easily in this more 
limited case. Corresponding results are true, and the 
same proof is valid, for any J(n,p) where P(n,p,k,]R) / ^  
is finite for all k , but as mentioned in Chapter 1, the 
only case still undecided is the one in which n is 
arbitrary and p = 2 .
Our notation for jet spaces, germs, etc., is more 
or less standard, see e.g. ill,251 .
(5.1) Applications to ,1et spaces.
(5.1.1) Definition. Let J(n,p) denote the set of germs 
at 0 of C°° mappings ( IRn,0) -♦ ( ]RP,0) . We write 
Jk (n,p) for the set of k - jets of these germs, and if
f eJ(n,p) , we write jkf for its k - jet. Note that
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with respect to a chosen basis, 
with P(n,p,k+1, 3R). Let
Pk : J(n,p) -* Jk(n,p) 
p£ : Jr(n,p) -» Js(n,p) 
denote the obvious projections.
J (n,p) can be identified
and 
(r ^  s)
(5.1.2) Definition. Two germs f , g e J(n,p) are topo-
ylogically equivalent, written f g , if there exist 
germs of homeomorphisms h eJ(n,n) , h' J(p,p) , such 
that h' o f = g o h . Note that if f a/ g , then for
A A A 0 Aany representatives f , g of f , g , we have that f ^  g. 
Consequently we shall often write f S, g , or even f £  g 
when no confusion can arise.
Two k - jets f , g £ J (n,p) are topologically
yequivalent, written f g , if there exist k - Jets of
homeomorphisms h e J (n,n) , h' 6 J (p.p) • such that
h' o f = g o h . Again, if there can be confusion, and
3 of /v g , we shall write f Z, g , and fail to distinguish 
between germs, jets and representatives.
(5.1.3) Definition. Germs f , g 6 J(n,p) are said to 
be A - equivalent, written f i g ,  if there exist germs 
of diffeomorphisms h fc. J(n,n) , h' £. J(p,p) such that 
h' o f = g o h . We define A - equivalence of Jets in a 
similar way. (The corresponding group A , having as 
orbits the A - equivalence classes, is the right-left 
equivalence group considered by Mather in [ill .
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(5.1.4) Definition. A germ f £ J(n,p) Is said to be
k -determined relative to £ (written f is k -det rel JL ) ,
where / = ^  or ] , If for any g £ J(n,p) with
k k Jbj f = j g i we have that f r*j g . A germ f £ J(n,p) is
finitely determined relative to A (written f is fd rel & )
if f is k -det rel A for some k .
It is clear that if f is k -det rel «?( , then 
f Is k -det rel J .
(5.1.5) THEOREM (Mather [ll] ) .
For each positive integer k there is an algebraic set
k ifW C J (n,p) with the following properties:
(i) (p£+1)-1wk C wk+1 ,
(ii) the codimension of Wk iji Jk(n,p) tends to infinity 
as k tends to infinity.
(ill) f € J(n,p) is fd rel A if and only if Jkf 4 Wk 
for some k .
(5.1.6) COROLLARY. If f £ J(n ,p) is fd rel A . then
there exists a  neighbourhood U of Jkf in Jk(n,p)
for some k such that if z € U then z is fd rel A .
Proof. Since f is fd rel M , there exists k such
that jkf 4 Wk, by (5.1.5), and since Wk is algebraic,
k , kwe can find a neighbourhood U of J f which misses W .
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(5.1.7) THEOREM (VarSenko [23, English version, p.1034]).
(1) if f^jfgfi J(n,p) are such that j1*^, jkfg é V*
i > O , there exist triangulations of neighbourhoods
which f is slmplicial;
(iil) the codimension of = \J in Jk (n,o) te:
u  U O
to infinity as k tends to infinity;
(iv) for any k and r with k > r , and any i  ^0
(5.1.8) Remark. Varcenko's Theorem does not imply anything 
about polynomial mappings exhibiting only finitely many
which are not k-det rel 3 , and although the codimension 
of this set tends to infinity as k tends to infinity, it 
is non-empty in each jet space. The proof of this theorem 
is very long and involved. We now state and prove a 
restriction of (5.1.7) to low dimensions, which with the 
results of the present work has a simple proof.
For k >, 1 , there exists a finite partition of Jk(n,p) 
into disjoint semialgebraic sets:
with the following properties:
for some i > 0 , then f^  ^Xy fg ;
(ii) for any f fc J(n,p) such that jkf 4 for some
of the origins in lRn and IRP with respect to
with -m(k) $ i ^ n(k) , P^(V^) is one of the sets
9 • • • »
topological types. The bad set, Vq , is the set of k-Jets
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(5.1.9) THEOREM 3. Let p = l  or (n,p)=(2,2). For
k ? 1 there exists a finite partition of Jk(n,p) Into 
k kdisjoint sets Wq .... ^q(k) w*-th the following properties;
(i) if fj^ .fg e. J(n,p) are such that JkfltJkf2 c Wk 
for some i > 0 , then fj ^  f2 ;
(ii) if n = 2 and f £. J(n,p) satisfies jkf e Wk for 
some i > 0 , then there exist triangulations of 
neighbourhoods of the origins in 3Rn and IRP with 
respect to which f is slmplicial;
k if( i i i ) the codimension of V/Q in J ( n, p ) tends to
infinity as k tends to infinity.
(5.1.10) Remark. This theorem differs from (5.1.7) in 
several details, other than merely being a restriction.
We do not prove that the partition is by semialgebraic 
sets. This would require showing that the orbits of the 
topological equivalence group on J (n,p) are semi- 
algebraic. In our result, we lump together the k-jets 
which are not k -determined, because our proof uses the 
fact that if jkf is not fd rel 0 , then f is not fd 
rel A , with the infinite codimension result of (5.1.5). 
Hence we cannot deduce tht finiteness of* projection, part 
(iv) of (5.1.7).
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(5.1.11) Proof of Theorem 3 .
Let Wq be the Wk of (5.1.5). If f £ J(n,p) is such 
that jkf 4 Wk , then f is k -det rel A , and hence 
k -det rel J . Under an identification of Jk(n,p) with 
P(n,p,k+1, IR ) we have only finitely many local topo­
logical equivalence types by the results of Chapter 3, 
and so only finitely many Ci- types. Hence the partition
Ifof J (n,p) \ WQ by j - equivalence types is finite, 
proving (i).
Part (ii) follows from the wheel map construction 
of (3.2), as this gives triangulations of the relevant 
neighbourhoods. We do not have this explicit construction 
for p = 1 and n > 2 , and this is why the additional 
restriction Ls introduced for part (ii).
Part (iii) follows from (5.1.5(11)).
(5.1.12) Definition. Let f J(n,p) be fd rel A . 
let V be a neighbourhood of j f in J (n,p) , and 
let r(V,k) be the number of 3 - types of germs in V . 
Define r(k) = inf {r(V,k) I jkf c V c Jk(n,p) J .
We say that f is topologically simple if r(k) is 
bounded as k tends to infinity. (This definition is 
similar to that of simplicity, as applied to germs in
J(n,1). See, e.g. Arnol'd [2]).
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(5.1.13) THEOREM 4. If p = 1 , or (n,p) = (2.2), and 
f e J(n,p) i_s fd rel , then f Is topologically 
simple.
Proof. Let k and U C J  (n,p) be as in (5.1.6). Then 
If s > k , any neighbourhood U' of jsf in Js(n,p) 
satisfying P® U' = U contains no more J - types than 
U , since any element of U' is A - equivalent, and so 
J - equivalent, to an element of U . Hence r(s) = r(k). 
By Theorem 3 (5.1.9), r(k) < q(k) , and the result is 
proved.
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(5.3) Applications to compact 2-manifolds.
(5.3.1) In this section we state and prove a theorem 
about maps between compact 2-manifolds, showing that ex­
cept for a set of infinite codimension, they behave like 
polynomial mappings. It was originally hoped that we 
could describe the global types in an analogous way to 
wheel maps, but this appears to be very difficult.
Our method is based upon Kurland and Robbin f8J 
and Tougeron f22, p 150] . Most of the proof of Theorem
5 (5.3.3) is due to Mather: we are merely extending it 
to obtain a finiteness result.
(5.3.2) Definition. We now define the notion of ,1et
bundle. For further details see [7, p 39 et seqj .
Let X, Y be smooth (i.e. C°° ) manifolds with
p e X , and let f, g C. C*°(X,Y) be such that 
f(p) = g(p) = q . We say that f and g have first 
order contact Lf
P Bp p q
We say that f and g have kth order contact at p , 
written f g , if Df and Dg have (k-l)th order
contact at every point of TpX .
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Let Jk(X,Y) « if e C*(X,Y) I f(p) = q } / ,F » H
then define
Jk(X,Y) = -Li Jk(X,Y)
(p,q)e XxY p,q
the kth .let bundle of C*°(X,Y) .
(In general this is not a vector bundle, since there is 
no natural addition, unless for example Y = IR111 ).
(5.3.3) THEOREM 5.
Let M and N be 2-manlfolds, with M compact, and
let P be any manifold. Then there exists an open
dense subset G of C^iMxP.N) such that if F e G
and p € P , then
F : M -» N : x i— * F(x,p)P
has the following property:
There exists
(i) positive integers n, k ;
(ii) points xlt...,xn «. M ;
(ill)neighbourhoods U1,...,Un , where is a nsigry
bourhood of x^ in M , ivAic.!-. co\/e,r- H
(iv) polynomial mappings gi»**-*Sn c p(2,2,k+l ,3) ;
(v) neighbourhoods V^,...,Vn ’ w^ere is a neigr.
2bourhood of 0 in IR ;
such that FpIUi : -+ FpUi is topologically equi­
valent to : vi — * giVi *
Proof. Choose an integer k so that the codimension 
of Wk in Jk(2,2) is greater than dim P + 2 , 
where W1* C Jk(2,2) is the set constructed in (5.1.5). 
Choose a finite cover of M (which we can do since M 
is compact) by coordinate charts (<tf,U') such that the 
open cover {U •} contains a refinement {U} (i.e. U c. U')
which is a cover by relatively compact sets (i.e. U is 
compact). Then for each pair of charts (<tf,U) , ,V) we
have a trivialization of the Jet bundle 
jk(M,N) -» M * N :
J,^  : U * V — * ofU * ¿V x Jk(2,2) .
Since Wk c Jk (2,2) , we can define
Wk = ( J ^ r ^ a U  x k Wk) , 
with defined similarly, by replacing U,V
with U,V and U'tV  respectively. Then define W 
(respectively W , W  ) to be the union of the 
(respectively W<^ , )•
For F € C*°(MxP,N) define
Fk : M x P — » Jk (M,N) : (x,p) — *• JkFp(x)
(i.e. the k-jet of Fp at x), and let G be the set 
of F with Fk(MxP) n W = 0 . The set G is open 
because W is closed, and the codimension of W  xs 
greater than dim (Mx P) , so that if Fk is transverse 
to W • , it misses it. Hence Fk(MxP)nW' = 0 implies 
F 6 G . The Thom Transversality Theorem (see [7, 2.4] )
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Implies that G is dense. (This first part of the proof 
is essentially due to Mather).
Thus if F e G , each Fp is k-det rel A , 
and so k-det rel 3 , at each point of M . This means 
that for x « M there exists an open neighbourhood of x 
in M such that Fp|U : U -* FpU is topologically equi­
valent to gIV : V -* gV , for some g e P(2,2,k+l,3R)
2and some neighbourhood V of 0 in K  . Since M is 
compact we can refine this open cover {uf of M to a 
finite cover .... Un/ , and so deduce the Theorem.
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SUMMARY
2 2We consider polynomial mappings from H  to IR , and 
show that those of degree less than any integer k ex­
hibit finitely many local topological types at 0 , and 
that the proper polynomial mappings of degree less than 
k which are not singular everywhere exhibit finitely 
many global topological types. We explicitly construct 
the local types for the mappings which are not singular 
everywhere. Applications to jet spaces and mappings 
between compact 2-manifolds are outlined.
